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NIHIL IN INTELLECTU
NISI  PRIUS IN SENSU

predicted. You all know the
score: hash through the
woods till you find the A3,
over the bridge, carry on north
to the old road, over that,
down to the Mole, east, and
then before the village turn
south to reverse the route. It is
true that the check on the
Mole proved to be a back
check, with the trail on top and
not by the river; this gave
Tequil’over a chance to
denounce the front runners for
calling the check too soon, so
that the pack stayed idly at the
top. Mere jealousy: Called
Away read the runes aright
and was straight back up while
we went wrong.

It is also true that the hare
added an immense, absurd,
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debate on this matter when I
left. The consensus seemed to
be Oxshott, not Esher.

To be honest, I am not sure I
have accounted for everyone
in this report ; I am left with an
uneasy feeling that a fair
number of hashers did their
own thing altogether. It is sure
that no one could accuse the
hare of keeping us all together.
(Oddly enough, the same
thing happened the last time
we ran from this car park). Nihil
in intellectu could serve as a
motto for Glasscruncher.

For those keen on a more
literal translation of our text,
“Ideas come only from
experience”: it is intended to
deny a priori or innate

and quite unwanted loop east
of the A244. This had an odd
effect. The perceptive, led by
the Tub, shrugged their
shoulders and went home.
The hard men, enhanced and
encouraged by Atalanta and
Velcro, ran the loop very fast.
A handful, including Clever
Trevor and Terminator, seem
to have run the same loop
more slowly. The knitting
circle took it so calmly that
they missed the Circle, and
were still standing surveying
the preposterous end to the
trail (around 50% of the great
A3 roundabout, putting the
lives of all and sundry at risk)
when everyone else was off to
The Bear. Don’t ask me which
Bear: the pack was busy in hot

knowledge, though it could
be used  against Plato or
Bishop Berkeley, if you felt
so inclined. Be my guest.

Down-downs were given
to Short An’ for front
running, to Man in Brew for
solving checks, to Teetotal
for acquiring a red face
without running the loop,
and to Stilton for
remembering Father’s day.
He came with a complete
family - but chose to exile
them from the profanity and
bawdry of our indecorous
Circle.... So we did drink a
toast to those men who had
reared children; remarkably
few! Are male hashers not
p o l y p h i l o p r o g e n i t i v e ?
Overleaf you will find the

Or in other words, a hash
report means nothing to those
who did not run the trail.

But is this true? Do we not
all read the reports, even after
an absence, if only to catch up
on the gossip? The dictum in
the title above does not meet
with universal agreement.

Today’s trail began with the
hash in one car park and the
hare’s vehicle, with the start of
the flour, in another; we found
this inauspicious. The trail
ended with the hare opining
that only two trails are
possible from next week’s
venue; we found this
impertinent, given that what
we had just run was, at least
till the conclusion, wholly
predictable and indeed

last appeal for the T-shirt
design: next Sunday is your
final chance!

You are also asked to let
Ear Trumpet - or the Onsex -
know of your interest in a
vineyard hash in the
Montreux area, 10th to 12th
October. We can’t compute
costs till we have a first feel
for numbers. It will include
an Easy Jet flight, mountain
railways, and a good deal of
drinking.

You will also find a query,
“Do geese see God?” The
answer is of course, “Yes,
but an anserine God”.......
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Receding Hare Line all at 11 am sharpRun 1471

Date 22-Jun

Hare Fat Controller/Thomas
the Tank Engine

Venue Witley Station

On On The Woodpigeon

SSA (Old) 137 E3

OS SU 949379

COMPETITION FOR SURREY HASHERS                                                                           

T-shirt design for front of a T-shirt, advertising our
1500th Celebration run
Details of date, venue – Jan 10/11 at Sayers Croft,
Ewhurst.
Maximum 2 colours  – this is NOT the celebration T-
shirt –this will be the advertisement to tell the World
about the event.
Entries to First On by e-mail: bruggen@ukonline.co.uk
OR: if the technology defeats you,by hand, in person, at
forthcoming hashes, to First On (or any official).
Closing Date 22nd June 2003  THIS SUNDAY

1472 29-Jun Lord Raleigh, Cracker Anniversary Run

1473 6-July Dr. Death/Hans der
Schwantz

1474 13-July Tosser/Weybridge Ripley

1475 20-July Abba/Greenpeace

1476 27-July Stilton

1477 3-Aug Country B/Tako Belle Birthday Run

1478 10-Aug Supa/Dissa

1479 17-Aug Dormouse/Bob Wood

1480 24-Aug Rainman/G & Tea Leatherhead

1481 31-Aug Tee-Total Birthday Run

BRONZE MEDAL HOLDERS MAY 2003

(Alphabetical List,  completed)

Piercy, Lorraine            11                 Sums are not set as a test on

Rowlandson, Peter       12                 Erasmus.

Seymour, Nick              19                Dogma: I am God.

Sullivan, Eve                 11                 Some men interpret nine memos

Sutherland, Eric             17                Too bad - I hid a boot.

Thomas, Arthur            23

Tucker, Marion             24

PALINDROMES:

Do geese see God?

Never odd or even.

Directions:A3 to Milford.  Go past 2 sets of lights and
turn left past Garage on left sp (A283). At roundabout
take 2nd exit A283. Continue 3 miles, turn 2nd right
past School on right into Combe Lane sp. Witley BR.
Park free in station car park.


